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teer-produced free monthly journal for non-commercial
creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area.

by Jacob Lindsay

In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
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events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000
copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals and
hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and
public locations throughout the Bay Area. Pick one up
at the next show you attend!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive and
growing. Please send checks [payable to “Transbay
Music Calendar”] to: Transbay Accounting, 545 Valle
Vista #4, Oakland, CA 94610.
Please visit our web site or contact us directly for more
information about getting your FREE subscription,
submitting content, listing an event, advertising, viewing
archives, or volunteering.
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May 6, CNMAT, Barre Phillips (Double
Bass), Urs Leimgruber (Tenor and Soprano
Saxophones), Jacques Demierre (Piano).
The place: A well attended show at
CNMAT, standing room only.
This was a great show, one of the best
I've seen this year. The level of individual
musicianship was amazing, but what was
even more amazingly was the level of group
interaction.
Watching this show I felt that I was really
in the hands of musical daredevils. That is not
to say that the musicians tried to impress the
audience with technical gymnastics. Rather the
sense was of someone walking naked into
unknown circumstances but with absolute confidence that they will be able to negotiate their
way through whatever lays ahead. The choices made were challenging both to the audience as well as to the other musicians. After a
lingering silence Barre strikes a note, like
throwing down the gauntlet.
The dynamic range was from barely
audible to extremely loud, proving that the
two are not exclusive. These musicians are
not in the quiet camp or the loud camp, just
the music camp.
The players:
Urs Leimgruber, an actor with a saxophone, sometimes didn’t even need it to
articulate his sounds, every motion was
intentional (but not egotistic), a frown, flutter,
exhale, inhale (I swear, he inhaled and the
saxophone made noise), key clicks, tongue
clicks, forced popping of pressure. When
clear notes came they were laid out bare,
relaxed but poignantly placed.
Jacques Demierre, inside the piano with
preparations, squeaky pedal, running fingers over keys without actually playing a
note, pointillistic attacks, well placed sustains and decays, pounding the keys with
the pedal down until the room filled itself full.
Barre Phillips, a man beside himself,
one sensed he was simply watching himself
play, editing as he went along, completely
relaxed but completely aware and completely powerful.
The interaction, for me, was on a very
high level. I know at least one person I talked
to thought otherwise, told me he thought the
individual parts were interesting but as a sum
they did not work. However my impression

SFAlt

We're beside ourselves.
Master reedplayer Wolfgang Fuchs played the festival and led workshops.

was that the musicians avoided obvious solutions, obvious direct reactions to each others
playing. To me it was not “not playing
together” but rather just playing together at a
higher level, the foundation between players
being so strong that they did not need to s-pe-l-l it out. For me this really made the show
great, because they were able to meet the
challenge which they presented themselves.
+1+
May 11, Capp St. Music Center, Evan
Parker (Tenor and Soprano Saxophones),
Alexander Von Schlippenbach (Piano), Paul
Lytton (Drums and Percussion)
Another trio. Another standing room
only show. The set was broken into groupings of solos and trios. The trios also included duets. This was a very interesting and
revealing way to present the music because
of the make up of the trio. Evan and Alex
play together in the Schlippenbach Trio,
Evan and Paul together in Parker/
Guy/Lytton, Alex and Paul in the meeting of
the two 3+3=5. So it was very clear that
there were 7 relationships present at the
show, each solo, each duet, the trio.
For his solo, Evan presented one of his
outstanding soprano saxophone solos, creating simultaneous multiple lines of music.
Alex presented a medley of Monk, Monk
and Dolphy with something reminiscent of
Schoenberg in between. Paul created an
obstacle course of percussion on his drum kit
and then let it rip.

Perhaps the most interesting elements
were the relationships between Schlippenbach and the other two players.
Schlippenbach’s approach was certainly
more idiomatic than the other two, quoting
and referencing Monk, etc. At one point during a trio he brought in a Monk tune. While
Evan bowed out at this point, Paul continued
on, although in his own way. This was a very
interesting moment to how the group
responded to each other.
Similar to the Barre trio, in that there
were musical challenges. The players were
not necessarily taking the most easy or obvious routes. In this case the trio as a trio was
newer, and maybe had more “kinks” to work
out, but this also made it very interesting,
raw and revealing. The players themselves
each brought a strong concept to the stage
and worked together but also left each other
space and did not abandon their own ideas
in order to relate on a more superficial level
to the other players.
+1
May 11-19, 1502 8th St. Performance
Space, Wolfgang Fuchs Improvisation
Workshop
One time grouping of eight players,
working over three days. For the concert itself
on the fourth day, the group became a nonet,
with the addition of guest Gino Robair.
Fuchs worked with several concepts
with the group. A lot of basics, for instance,
Continued on page 4

SFAlt May 13, continued from page 4

Instrument builder Neil Feather, from Baltimore. SFAlt.
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Interesting that all three groups featured
electric guitar—something practically within
the limited grasp of our local press.
Nu opened with a well-formed set of
coherent compositions that all led to open
pastures where its talented crew could roam.
I’ve never been disappointed going to see
Jon Raskin or Steve Adams in anything. Their
concentration in execution is riveting. The
strong music that results then soars as the
saxophonists elaborate into the improvisations. More incognito participation by the
ROVA crew should be encouraged. The
pieces seemed to have more of a folkloric
inspiration as opposed to traditional jazz,
which worked well for a bass-less ensemble,
with the imaginative inclusion of Brett
Larner’s large koto type instrument. A fine
jazz player, Darren Johnston’s trumpet is a
welcome voice and welcome member in the
fold. I guess drummer Harris Eisenstadt, who
did some great drumming with just his
hands, is the responsible party for this
ensemble, and should be encouraged. I do
have to single out Bill Horvitz for the sensitivity and support he gave on guitar. He was
always just under everyone else; linking the
strains, laying a bed, and never dominating
the sometimes fragile instrumentation. No
small feat.
Part of good programming includes the
dynamics of tension and release, and of
scale and contrast. The Abstractions plugged
in great here. The challenge of large ensemble free-improv was laid bare. I’m not sure
they didn’t orchestrate the proportions of full
group with smaller combinations, but they
certainly pulled it off well. Sitting in the back,
I was not sure if the diminutive Dina was
actually there (a small tradeoff for the energy of a full house), but soon realized this
group was far enough along in its comprehension of large form to accommodate whatever resources it has in a practical manner.
Despite their restraint for the sake of the collective, there were recognizable doses of
saxist Rent Romus (dependably demonic,
but always a warm core), vocalist Jesse
Quattro (urgent and compelling, even in the
background), accordion/cellist/vocalist Bob
Marsh (whose musical integrity always
redeems the ridiculous set ups he challenges
himself with) and guitarist Al Quebido, who
has traveled a long way to shred guitar (at
appropriate volume) in these waters. The
natty Phillip Everett provided pivotal support
and restraint on the traps, displaying a
shared sense of proportion with electronicists
Lance Grabmiller and (venerable bassist)
Lisle Ellis. Vocalist Sandor Finta used reverb
to find a space to lodge his contributions to
the large ensemble, and during one such

choral flavored segment, erstwhile acoustic
guitarist Ernesto Diaz-Infante added his incoherent mumbling for an Absinthian twist. It
was soupy and surreal. I challenge any of
you experienced improvisers out there to do
anything coherent beyond a quintet. With
twice as many people, they kept it moving,
dynamic and never overbearing; a worthy
spectacle.
Another unifying point, and favorite
saw of mine, was that all the groups used
idiomatic playing in integral, constructive
ways. It’s not pandering to reference a riff if
everyone (audience included) is taking it as
a creative touchstone. Lance or Lisle
dropped a heavy drumset beat in a drawnout portion of their set that snapped everyone back into concentrated energy. I think
the larger and less controlled groups proportionally benefit from referencing idioms,
and it should be clear that no stigma of commerciality need apply in this context.
After the first two groups amply displayed the prowess and talent the SFAlt festival celebrates, the duo of guitarist Eugene
Chadbourne and electonicist Tim Perkis provided the transcendent. My first tolerance of
scratchy, minimalist improv were Chadbourne’s mid ‘70s solo recordings. When I
saw him rubbing balloons on his guitar in
Emeryville in 1977, he provided a great key
by alternating free stuff with the same
approach to subjects I was familiar with like
Thelonious Monk; certainly influential to me.
Not in the self-consciously avant-garde,
Chadbourne followed his love of guitar
music into the notorious Shockabilly, and
basked in the adoration young guitar freaks
like Camper Van Chadbourne. (Listen to
Marc Ribot’s recording of John Zorn’s “Book
of Heads” for a sense of Eugene’s fundamental contributions to the ongoing guitar
zeitgeist.)
Employing both a blond, shamisen-like
banjo with a red, “block-o-wood” Bo
Diddley electric guitar, he led, while the chagrinned Perkis improvised ad hoc accompaniment. I was floored by what Tim came up
with. Once again, for all his mastery of electronic technology, Perkis really delighted me
with his MUSICAL ideas, interactions and
choices. You electronics players know that
you have to be thinking “laterally” (about
your instrument, patches, samples) as you’re
interacting in real time with other musicians.
Tim’s astounding at this, and since
Chadbourne met him halfway more often
than not, there was some truly beautiful
music. At several points their instruments disappeared, and I just heard living, delightful
sound. Like many, I was wary when Eugene
went into his vocal, with traditional accompaniment, about the lonesome wind. Besides
Tim’s sly electronic morphing of the vocals,

Chadbourne’s sincerity about what he was
doing kept this on the same high plane as
the rest of the set. Even without my idiomatic
ax to grind, a guy from Colorado who has
played guitar as long as Eugene has, naturally embraces all the outstanding music of
his instrument in all its forms. When you truly
love your instrument, you check it all out.
This is a guy who can go from the totally traditional to immediate abstraction without
apology.
The music scene in the Bay Area is anything but moribund. Your cultural purveyors
simply missed the boat. This was but one
night of a week-long festival. It might not be
every night, but it’s one I’d like to remember.
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June Quick Calendar
Sat 5/31 11:00 AM $10 The Big Sur Experimental Music
Festival 2003 [Henry Miller Memorial Library Highway One
Big Sur, CA]
Sound/Shift Big Sur
Sat 5/31 7:00 PM Felix Kulpa Gallery [103 Elm Street Santa
Cruz, CA]
ELectron SAlon 7, a week-long series in Santa Cruz (May 31 - June 7)
Sat 5/31 8:30 PM $10 Community Music Center [544 Capp
Street Between 20th and 21st Streets San Francisco CA]
ESP - india cooke: violin; kimara dixon: piano, electric bass; kele
nitoto: percussion
Sun 6/1 11:00 AM $10 The Big Sur Experimental Music
Festival 2003 [Henry Miller Memorial Library Highway One
Big Sur, CA]
Sound/Shift Big Sur
Mon 6/2 12:00 AM $10.00 Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero West
Oakland, CA]
will feature Mitch Marcus - tenor sax, Sylvain Carton - alto sax,
Ches Smith - drums, Devon Hoff - bass, and Graham Connah - piano
Tue 6/3 12:00 AM Julip [839 Geary (between Hyde and
Larkin) SF, CA]
under the radar - 2 year anniversary event with Dat Politics; Blevin
Blechdom, Lesser, Wobbly, Lance Grabmiller, Zygote
Thu 6/5 8:00 PM $22 Berkeley Edge Fest [UC Berkeley's Hertz
Hall Berkeley, CA]
The Music of Edmund Campion and Cindy Cox - With texts and
concepts by poet John Campion featuring The San Francisco Contemporary
Music Players
Thu 6/5 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market
St. @ 6th St. SF, CA]
Leon Lee/Adam Lane; also Black Hat Records presents CKW Trio
with Michael Cooke
Fri 6/6 8:00 PM $15 Clarion Music Center [816 Sacramento St.
Near Grant SF, CA]
Continuum - featuring Jeff Chan's Turn of the Century with Jon Jang,
Francis Wong, Tatsu Aoki, Donna Kwon and Dohee Lee
Fri 6/6 8:00 PM $10 Meridian Gallery [545 Sutter Street SF, CA]
David Kwan - electronics, Xopher Davidson - electronics
Fri 6/6 8:00 PM $22 Berkeley Edge Fest [UC Berkeley's Hertz
Hall Berkeley, CA]
The Music of Terry Riley featuring Terry Riley, keyboards;
Daniel Lentz, wine glasses; Brad Ellis, synthesizer; Sarah Cahill, piano;
Joseph Kubera, piano
Fri 6/6 8:00 PM The Jazz House (formerly Tuva) [3192 Adeline
Street at Martin Luther King Street Berkeley, CA]
The Bill Horvitz Band : Bill Horvitz, guitar; Steve Adams, saxophones
and flutes; Harris Eisenstadt, drums

Sun 6/8 3:00 PM $22 Berkeley Edge Fest [UC Berkeley's Hertz
Hall Berkeley, CA]
A tribute to Lou Harrison - Featuring Abel-Steinberg-Winant Trio and
musicians performing on Gamelan Si Betty the Abel-Steinberg Winant Trio,
and Gamelan Si Betty
Sun 6/8 7:30 PM $10 ($8 SEN/STU, $5 ARTISTS) SIMM Series/
Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116 9th St @ Mission
SF, CA]
JIM PETERSON GROUP, NOERTKER'S MOXIE
Wed 6/11 8:00 PM $5-10 sliding scale The Jazz House (formerly Tuva) [3192 Adeline Street at Martin Luther King Street,
Berkeley, CA]
PEAKTIMES: music/dance based on today's news. Laurie Buenafe,
Ava Chante De L'Espirit, Morgan Guberman & Zeppi.
Wed 6/11 8:30 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd St. Near 19th
Street BART Oakland CA]
Jim Ryan tenor solo : Alicia Mangan tenor + Marshall Trammell drums
duo : Avram Fefer tenor from NYC + Adam Lane Bass and drums TBA trio
Thu 6/12 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market
St. @ 6th St. SF, CA]
From New York! Avram Fefer, tenor sax with Adam Lane, bass;
also Vijay Anderson Quartet
Thu 6/12 9:00 PM 8.00 Parkway Theater [1834 Park
Boulevard Oakland, CA 94610]
PornOrchestra: radical reinterpretations of pornographic film scores
featuring live musical performances set to film
Fri 6/13 3:00 PM $21-45 Zellerbach Hall [UC Berkeley]
Berkeley Symphony: Benoit/Beintus “Kobe” Premiere & Ichiro
Nodaira “Piano Concerto” Premiere
Fri 6/13 8:30 PM $10 The Jazz House (formerly Tuva) [3192
Adeline Street at Martin Luther King Street Berkeley CA]
Forward Energy w/ Eddie Gale, Marco Eneidi, Jim Ryan, Alicia
Managan, Scott R. Looney, Adam Lane, Marshall Trammell
Fri&Sat 6/13-14 9:00 PM $10-15 The Lab [2948 16th St SF, CA]
DREAMING OUT LOUD AGAIN: Composer Merlin Coleman and
Choreographer Mary Armentrout present an evening of new work
Sun 6/15 8:15 PM FREE [donations accepted] ACME
Observatory at Jazz House [3192 Adeline Berkeley, CA]
John Shiurba solo guitar, Good for Cows, and John Shiurba's 5x5
Thu 6/19 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market
St. @ 6th St. San Francisco, California,]
Jim Ryan's Forward Energy trio (or maybe 4tet) with Adam Lane,
Peter Valsamis & possible guest
Thu 6/19 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market
St. @ 6th St. SF, CA]
Xeno Volcano & Jim Ryan's Forward Energy

Fri&Sat 6/6-7 9:00 PM $10-15 The Lab [2948 16th St SF, CA]
DREAMING OUT LOUD AGAIN: Composer Merlin Coleman and
Choreographer Mary Armentrout present an evening of new works.

Sun 6/22 8:15 PM FREE [donations accepted] ACME
Observatory at The Jazz House [3192 Adeline Berkeley, CA]
Joseph Zitt - compositions for instrumental ensemble; Aaron Bennett's
Electro-Magnetic Trans-Personal Orchestra

Sat 6/7 6:00 PM $22 Berkeley Edge Fest [UC Berkeley's
Hertz Hall, Berkeley, CA]
The Music of John Adams and Ingram Marshall - Sarah Cahill,
piano; Ingram Marshall, gambuh with electronics

Thu 6/26 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market
St. @ 6th St. SF, CA]
LANCE GRABMILLER + WIZARD MASTER - Weird baroque computer
rock steeped in ambient metal theory

Sat 6/7 8:00 PM Rio Theatre [1205 Soquel Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA]
ELectron SAlon 7, a week-long series in Santa Cruz (May 31 - June 7)

Fri 6/27 8:00 PM $5-10 sliding scale 21 Grand [449B 23rd St.
Near 19th Street BART Oakland CA]
PEAKTIMES: music/dance based on today's news. Laurie Buenafe,
Ava Chante De L'Espirit, Morgan Guberman & Zeppi.

Sat 6/7 8:00 PM 10 zebulon's lounge [21 Fourth St (near B)
Petaluma, CA]
Bill Horvitz Band CD Release party for their Evander (018) recording The Disappearance. Bill Horvitz, Steve Adams, Harris Eisenstadt
Sat 6/7 9:00 PM $22 Berkeley Edge Fest [UC Berkeley's Hertz
Hall Berkeley, CA]
Steve Lacy, George Lewis, David Wessel

Sat 6/28 8:00 PM $8 New Langton Arts [1246 Folsom Street SF, CA]
In concert : Marco Eneidi with Peter Valsamis and Lisle Ellis
Sun 6/29 7:30 PM $10 ($8 SEN/STU, $5 ARTISTS) SIMM Series/
Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116 9th St @ Mission SF]
The Improvisatyrs with David Kendall & Bob Bellerue
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1+1+1, continued from page 1

volume, very very loud, very very soft, and
not falling into the pitfalls of always playing
faster louder and slower quieter but also
slower louder and faster quieter. Also density (mostly encouraging the players to play
less and reminding us that less does not
mean slow or soft, just less). Duration, very
short, very long. Everything was extremes,
and this makes sense, since the natural tendency is to fall into a narrow range: medium
soft to medium loud, medium short to medium long, etc. A focus on clarity. Play one
idea. Don’t develop it.
Perhaps the most interesting concept he
worked with was non-reactive playing. And
this I think has a lot to do with may comments
about the previous two trios. Prior to the
workshop I was talking with Wolfgang about
musical groupings and he said for him his
favorite grouping was the trio and that his
favorite trio was 1+1+1. That is, all players
are playing independently from one another.
While working with this concept he
urged players to not pay attention, or to not
care what others play. If you begin playing
soft and then some one else plays loud, don’t
increase your volume, continue to play soft.
Don’t concern yourself when someone else
Our continuing coverage of the SFAlt Festival:

SFAlt, May 13
21 Grand Gallery
EUGENE CHADBOURNE with Tim Perkis
THE ABSTRACTIONS with LISLE ELLIS with Rent
Romus, Ernesto Diaz-Infante, Jesse Quattro,
Bob Marsh, Phillip Everett, Dina Emerson,
Sandor Finta, Alwyn Quebido, Lance Grabmiller
HARRIS EISENSTADT’S NU with Jon Raskin,
Steve Adams, Brett Larner, Darren Johnston,
Bill Horvitz

by David Slusser

Presenters, musicians and audience—
Way to go, folks!
I hope I’m not alone in seeing this year’s
SFAlt festival as a wildly successful event. As
my always apt friend Michael Zelner said,
“Something for everyone.” After reading the
SF Chronicle’s obituary on local music (not
to mention Mix and the weeklies) this month,
it’s so sadly apparent that these publishers
(not you good writers) have their heads up
their ass. Regardless of what kind of music it
was, not covering such a well attended
Tuesday night show reveals how out of it our
media is. They’re still following a rock star
paradigm that has led to the deserved
demise (or at least severe problems) for boutique recording studios, clubs, major record
labels, concert promoters—the whole general collapse of the “industry” as they know it.
I would love to have seen any of these large

comes in or with what they play. Stick with
your idea. Time your own entrances and exits.
The question was soon raised by one of
the workshop players if this was no different
from if we had all separately recorded solos
and then played them together. Wolfgang’s
response was that, no this was not the goal,
that in fact it was of course impossible to not
react to the other players, but that by challenging oneself to not react something occurs
which is more interesting. Fuchs made an
analogue to standing beside oneself (also
my impression of Barre).
By using this concept, Fuchs suggested
that the musical choices made would not be
the most obvious, gut reactions. We often
have a tendency to react to certain musical
stimuli in the same or similar ways. By trying
not to react, we perhaps come up with more
interesting or at least a greater variety of
solutions, something unexpected. In music in
general but especially in improvised music I
think this is one of the most important
aspects, that we don’t know what will happen next and are continuously surprised, for
both audience and performer.
Then of course the next thing we worked
on was reacting, very very directly.
media players walk into 21 Grand last
night. How could they possibly explain it?
The fourth night of the ambitious, wide
ranging SFALT Festival had a houseful of
attentive people—not your clueless suburbanites looking for the latest trend in disco or
celebrity musician that the “industry” is
trolling for—all were there for the right reasons, without the prodding of commercial
interests, on a weeknight. Of course the presenters made a significant and well organized effort for their weight class, garnering
some cooperation from the Guardian and
KUSF, that shouldn’t be overlooked. But in
the midst of profound eulogies for Bay Area
music, here was giddy evidence that music
here is more than alive, well and in good
hands, and that the system that claims to
inform us and serve our cultural needs is corrupt and misinformed. It reminded me of the
peace rallies I’ve attended in the last year,
where people came out for their beliefs,
despite what the papers and polls, television
and the government were proclaiming. The
resemblance is not incidental.
The musicians responded in kind, which
itself is one of the best endorsements for seeing live music by live musicians. Again, I
must credit the festival’s crew for great balance in programming. Harris Eisenstadt’s
Nu provided the compositional elements, the
Abstractions gave the trippy free-improv circus components, and Chadbourne/Perkis
provided the cult legend star turn in captivating duo. Each ensemble was brimming
with talented players.
continued on next page
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